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Abstract 
Thi$ thesis addresses project management systems 
software with the intent of demonstrating the 
shortcomings of current packages and the specific 
requirements for the ideal project management system. 
The microcomputer is proposed as the environment of 
preference for most project management system 
applications because of its advantages of cost, speed, 
simplicity and control. After specifying requirements 
for a project management system, a Nial prototype is 
presented both to illustrate these requirements and to 
offer the design as a building block for a full Nial 
implementation. 
I, BACKGROUND 
Project Management the procedures and m~thodology 
employed 
schedules, 
to monitor and 
and resources 
control project costs, 
is a major concern to 
engineering organizations whose business it is to manage 
projects with potentially hundreds of interdependent 
activities, There exist other types of organizations, 
e.g., MIS systems development organizations, which have 
use for project management systems, The requirements 
posed by engineering organizations on a project 
management system, however, are more rigorous. It is 
this particular type of application, therefore, which 
will be specifically addressed in this thesis, 
The evolution of systems for project management has 
proceeded through various stages beginning with simple 
manual systems which were little more than accounting 
systems. The first computer-based project management 
system was developed by the U.S. Navy in the 1950 1 s for 
the Polaris Missile Program,1 This original PERT 
(project evaluation and review technique) system was a 
1F. c. Jelen, Cost ..filli!. Optimization Engineering, 
New York, N, Y., McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970, p. 366, 
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probabilistic scheduling technique developed for use on 
dedicated mainframe computers. About the same time 
Walker and Kelley developed the critical-path method 
(CPM) to expedite construction projects.2 These 
programs represented the first steps in the development 
of a complete project management system, 
The 1960 1 s and 1970 1 s brought a rash of mainframe-based 
products for general industrial application. 
Characteristic of these systems was batch data entry and 
reporting, with batch CPM scheduling. These early 
systems proved cumbersome to use and provided very 
little flexiblity of output, As such, their use tended 
to be limited to very large stand-alone projects or to 
projects for which it was a client requirement, e.g., 
U, s. government projects. The most popular among these 
packages were MSCS from McAuto (1969), PAC III from 
International Systems Inc, (1979), and Project/2 from 
Project Software & Development Inc. (1962). Of these the 
latter two were available through a service bureau. All 
three required significant investments, Each was mainly 
a CPM scheduling procedure, Prices of these packages 
2F, C, Jelen, Cost and Optimization Engineering, 
New York, N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970, p, 367, 
3 
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varied from a license fee of $50,000 to a lease fee of 
$14,-000 per month. 
The late 1970 1 s and early 1980's brought small 
improvements to this type of package. The newer versions 
fell into two major categories: patchwork version~ of 
the original systems with interactive front ends for 
data entry and, less frequently, interactive reporting 
features appended; or, interactive minicomputer-based 
systems which generally required purchase of a dedicated 
minicomputer. Artemis is the premier minicomputer-based 
project management system (with a price of $500,000). 
With the advent of the microcomputer came new 
opportunities for 
Offering interactive 
project management 
computing at low 
of appropriate 
applications. 
cost, micros 
software. The 
awaited the 
earliest micro 
the majority 
Milestone) with 
VisiSchedule). 
arrival 
packages were mainly scheduling packages 
of which produced Gantt charts (e.g., 
a few performing CPM scheduling (e.g. 
Microcomputer packages evolved along with microcomputer 
~apabilities and ubiquity. Second generation packages 
typically utilized more memory, permitting the 
4 
incorporation of a greater number of activities. 
Third generation packages have begun to appear, which 
address other functions besides scheduling. A discussion 
of these functions as well as specifications for a 
project management system and available software are 
addreased in subsequent sections. 
Also addressed in subsequent sections is the question of 
the appropriate computing environment for a project 
~anagement 
task?' and 
system, i.e., 'are microcomputers up to the 
'which environment will best provide for all 
the project management specifications?' 
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II. BENEFITS OF A PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
~t seems useful at this time to address the questions of 
just what is a project management system and what are 
the benefits of employing a project management system in 
an engineering organization. 
The major components of a complete project management 
system 
Resource 
are CPM Scheduling, Gantt Chart Scheduling, 
Allocation, Network · Graphics, and Work 
Breakdown Structure. Commonly accepted definitions of 
these terms are as follows.3 
CPM Scheduling (Critical Path Scheduling). 
A network planning technique used for planning 
and controlling elements in a project. 
Critical path identifies those elements that 
actually control the lead time of the project. 
CPM uses vector diagrams. 
Gantt Chart Scheduling. The earliest and best 
known type of control chart especially designed 
3American 
and Scheduling 
pp. 1 - 19. 
Association of Cost Engineers, "Planning 
Terminology", Cost Engineer's Notebook, 
6 
to show graphically the relationship between 
planried performance and actual performance. 
Network Graphics. A graphic presentation of 
a project depicting all selected activities or 
subnets and their physical interdependence and 
independence. These graphs are sometimes called 
Pert charts. 
Resource Allocation. The scheduling of 
activities in a network with the knowledge of 
certain resource constraints and requirements, 
This process adjusts activity level start and 
finish dates to conform to resource availability 
~nd use. 
Work Breakdown Structure. A product-oriented 
family tree division of hardware, software, 
facilities and other items which organizes, 
defines and displays all of the work to be 
performed in accomplishing the project objectives. 
PERT might also be considered a component of a project 
management system, however, its use is mainly by 
7 
government agencies and for research and development 
type projects.4 (The term PERT has come to be 
synonymous with CPM). 
The complexity of the CPM and resource allocation 
procedures, when more than a few activities are 
involved, dictates that the project management system 
for an engineering organization be a computerized 
sy.stem. Having accepted this conclusion, the next 
question which must be evaluated by an engineering 
organization is 'will the benefits to be derived from a 
project management system outweigh the costs associated 
with the associated hardware, software, and procedures?' 
Benefits associated with a project management system 
have been described as the following.5 
1. Measured accomplishments 
2. Real time requirements 
3. Fixed responsibility 
4. Continuity of effort 
4Hillier 
Research, San 
p. 257. 
and Lieberman, Introduction iQ Operations 
Francisco, Cal., Holden-Day, Inc., 1980, 
5victor Wegell.n, "Becoming Task Oriented, n The 
Industrial Ea.llil Process Control Magazine, Vol. 57, p.38. 
8 
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5. Procedural discipline 
6. Visibility of total program objective 
7. Future problem areas identified 
8. Exception reporting 
9. Consideration of tradeoffs 
10. Evaluate and forecast alternatives 
11. Historical data bank 
12. Systematic project status and evaluation 
While many of these benefits are intangible, others can 
be evaluated on a project by project basis. However, it 
seems safe to assume that the above benefits can be 
quite significant and the question is not 'if a project 
management system is feasible?' but rather 'which class 
of project management systems is feasible?' 
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III. SPECIFICATIONS FOR A PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
There is no ideal project management system. There are 
6nly systems which suit particular environments better 
than other systems do. What works best for one company 
or organization is not necessarily the best solution for 
another company or organization. There are, however, 
certain components to a project management system which 
are universally required; there are those which are 
generally desireable; and there are those which are 
useful only to a minority of users. We begin with a 
comprehensive discussion of possible features and 
conclude by classifying these features into the above 
three categories. The discussion is organized according 
to the following categories: major procedures, data and 
files, and general features. This information was 
garnered from my work experience in project management 
at Air Products and my collective readings on the 
subject. 
Major Procedures 
1. CPM 
calculate 
Scheduling. 
the earliest 
By definition, all CPM packages 
possible time at which an 
activity may begin and the latest possible completion 
time without violating network constraints. 
10 
There are two major types of CPM scheduling - the 
Arrow Diagram Method (ADM) and the Precedence Diagram 
Method (PDM). The main distinction between these two 
methods is in the representation of the input of the 
logical network. The choice between these two 
methodologies is strictly a matter of preference, 
however, the PDM method is more flexible and technically 
more straightforward. 
A very desirable feature in a CPM procedure is the 
ability to specify a lead/lag relationship, i.e., a 
relationship between the start/finish of one activity 
and the start/finish of another activity. This is a 
frequently occuring real life situation in a typical 
engineering project. 
Another very important feature in a CPM procedure is 
the ability to specify schedule constraints, i.e., to 
fix start or complete dates. Without this feature, the 
CPM would operate entirely on relative data from project 
start date. 
The third major feature in a CPM procedure is the 
ability to specify a calendar of off-days to reflect 
real life working schedules. Sometimes it is desirable 
to be able to specify multiple calendars for a project. 
It is most practical to specify these by individual 
resources. 
11 
A fourth potential feature is the ability to divide 
a project into subnets ( subprojects) and to lump 
consecutive activities into a 'hammock' for reporting at 
a summary level. 
Fin ally the CPM. procedure should be capable of 
h-ndling unlimited predecessor/successor activities and 
of sorting 
related and 
these pairs regardless of input sequence. A 
important feature is the ability to 'clone~ 
a network from an existing network to conserve input 
effort. 
2. Resourcing. Under this designation fall a variety 
of procedures variously named. There are basically four 
procedures involved in resourcing. 
First is the definition of resources. This w.il 1 be 
covered in depth under 'Data and Files.' Resources can 
be defined in terms of people, equipment, class of labor 
or all three. The major attribute of resource is 
availability per period. This can be defined as a 
constant or vary by period. 
A second procedure involved in resourcing is the 
assignment of a resource to the activity. This will be 
discussed also in 'Data and Files.' It is possible to 
assign one resource to an activity or several resources 
to an activity. 
12 
The third component of resourcing is the 
summarization and presentation of total use vs. total 
availability of a resource for each time period. In 
addition to performing this summarization for a single 
resource, 
resources. 
some packages also summarize over all 
Resource levelling is a final component of 
resourcing, It is the most complicated and logically the 
final step in a complete resourcing procedure. In this 
procedure, scheduling of a resource's work by period is 
performed on each assigned activity within the time 
frame early start to late complete. This procedure may 
proceed automatically or by trial and error based on 
user input. If the procedure is automatic, it is 
important to consider what that means, Is it performed 
within activity only? within project only? Or does it 
include all activities assigned to a resource using some 
sort of priority assignment? Is work assignment for a 
resource within an activity constant or is an algorithm 
used? If multiple resources are assigned to an activity 
is the assignment of work based on a percentage, and can 
different spreading algorithms be used? Finally, upon 
completion of levelling, are results automatically 
loaded as part of the new project plan, or is this a 
~eparate procedure performed by the user? 
13 
3. Cost Control. Cost control is accomplished through 
the establishment of a baseline plan, the subsequent 
tracking of actual costs, and the establishment of 
trends for forecasting final costs. It is most important 
to dedicate time to controlling those costs which are 
most manageable. Labor costs are perhaps the best suited 
to the practice of cost control, although material costs 
may be affected via shortened (or lengthened) project 
schedules. Project duration is mainly affected by 
availability and efficiency of appropriately skilled 
labor. Equipment/material delays may cause overall 
project delays (if on the critical path), however, 
resultant increases in cost are usually limited to price 
escalation, Management of equipment rental is comparable 
to labor in this regard. 
Cost reporting is performed at regular appropriate 
intervals. As a direct followup to this procedure, 
forecasting is normally performed. One method of 
forecasting is based on reporting of perceived value 
earned by an activity. This is commonly called 'earned 
value" or 'physical percent complete.' It is usually 
based on a measurement of actual physical units 
completed or installed. Note that an increase in the 
forecast of required hours to complete an activity may 
result in schedule changes. 
14 
4. Gantt Chart Scheduling. A Gantt chart may be one 
result or a CPM-based procedure, however this is not 
what is meant in this context by Gantt chart scheduling. 
This is a manual type or scheduling or possibly a 
computer generated chart based on depiction of activity 
durations without any interdependency among activities. 
This type of scheduling can work if the number of 
activities involved is not very high. When the schedule 
changes, affected activities are not automatically 
changed, as in CPM scheduling. 
It is mentioned here since Gantt chart output is a 
valuable means of representation for both activity 
schedules and resource when all important information is 
symbolically incoporated on the chart. 
Data and Files, 
1. Activity Data. Central to a project management 
system is 
activities. 
activites 
activities 
the delineation and definition of project 
'Project' is defined here simply as a set of 
which are logically related. Normally the 
of one project are input to the CPM 
procedure. However, it may be necessary to lump together 
projects or activities of multiple projects to obtain a 
logically complete CPM. 
15 
The activit~ is defined a
s the basic data item in 
the project management system.
 Sometimes it is called 
task, The designation is
 irrelevant, the importan
t point 
being that it is the bas
ic level at which schedul
ing and 
resourcing is performed
, Cost reporting and fore
casting 
may be performed at th
is level or at a sublevel
, which 
is a subset of the activi
ty, 
The Work Breakdown Struct
ure (WBS) is nothing more 
than the structure 
of project composition, i.e. 
activities and 
important to 
planning phase 
subactivities, where th
ey exist. It is 
define this structure 
in the project 
since it is the basis for
 all subsequent 
cost and schedule assum
ptions. It is possible, ho
wever, 
to place too much emp
hasis on this concept and 
attempt 
to analyze a project in too much
 detail. (Note that with 
a relational. type of da
ta structure, prior knowl
edge of 
data structures is not
 required, since data 
can be 
searched and linked on an 
ad hoc basis). 
Associated with activity
 is a set of attributes. 
These are of relatively
 universal application. H
owever, 
each organization may 
have a need to tailor att
ributes 
not critical to the ce
ntral procedures. An engi
neering 
project may contain hundreds 
of activities, some of 
which are input to th
e CPM, while others are l
evel of 
effort activities. 
16 
The major activity attributes required by a project 
management syit~m for an engineering project are listed 
below • 
••• activity code (key) 
,,,activity description 
, ,. , pro j e ct code 
,.,,assigned resource 
,.,duration 
.~.fixed start date 
,,,planned start date 
,,,original budget hours 
,,,current budget hours 
,,,actual hours to date 
,,,percent labor complete (or forecast) 
••• planned start date 
,,,actual start date 
,.,early start date (from CPM) 
,.,late start date (from CPM) 
,,,original budget material$ 
.•• current budget material$ 
, , , actual material costs to date 
••• forecast material$ 
,,,original budget labor$ 
,,,current budget labor$ 
,,,actual labor$ to date 
,,,forecast labor$ 
,,,priority 
,,,resource levelled start date 
,,,resource levelled duration 
The above activity attributes are input or generated in 
various sections of the project management system, All 
fields are numeric except activity, project code, 
resource code, and activity description, Also, some 
fields should be protected from input, Specifically, 
'original' fields should not normally be changed once a 
project has commenced, and the generated fields early 
start and late start should not be manually altered, 
17 
to 
Duration 
define the 
schedule. It 
is a very important at
tribute. It is used 
number of time period
s required in the 
should already includ
e any resource 
availability assumpti
ons, i.e., the CPM p
rogram uses 
this duration withou
t checking resource 
availability. 
Duration is normally
 measured in days. Som
e other time 
period could be use
d, however, it must 
be consistent 
with the unit used in
 defining hours/period
 in resource 
availability. 
The resourcinB 
procedure makes use 
of current 
forecast hours, early
 and late start, and e
arly and late 
complete (or the start dat
es and duration). The resou
rce 
levelled start date 
and resource levelled 
duration are 
generated by the resou
rce levelling procedur
e. 
The CPM scheduling pro
cedure makes use of du
ration, 
fixed start date 
and the predecesso
r/successor 
designations. The pla
nned start date is not
 used by any 
procedure but is an 
input item used for re
ference. Most 
of the remaining field
s are for cost control
 procedures. 
2. Predecessor/Succes
sor Input. All activ
ities which 
are part of the CPM
 calculation must be d
efined in any 
predecessor/successor 
relationship of whic
h they are a 
part. This may be 
done as part of the a
ctivity input 
'screen; or as a se
parate input procedure
. It is 
1 8 
convenient also 
to specify as p
art of this inpu
t 
procedure, any 
lead/lag factors 
which modify the 
predecessor/ success
or relations hip
s. The spec if i
c 
information requir
ed for this sec
tion is: predecesso
r 
activity, successor
 activity, lead/lag
 (= +/- duration). 
3. Resource Data.
 This is descr
iptive information 
concerning each r
esource. Resource
 attributes includ
e 
resource c
ode, description
, and availab
ility. 
Availability may 
be defined in a 
variety of ways as 
previously mention
ed under Resourci
ng. In addition to
 
these central att
ributes a labor 
rate and substitute
 
resource may be def
ined. 
4. Project Data. This 
project including proj
ect 
other attributes 
such as 
is information con
cerning the 
code, description,
 and any 
project class which migh
t be 
subsequently useful
 in selection proc
esses. 
General Features. 
1. Input. Ease of
 input is a major require
ment in this 
system, both for 
original data ent
ry and subsequent 
updates. Interacti
ve and batch da
ta entry each hav
e 
their advantages. 
Batch input is ofte
n easier in loading
 
inital information
, while interactive
 input may be most 
19 
convenient for updates. 
Another requi~ement r6r in
put ease is the ability to
 
cione data, especially da
ta which is relatively sta
ndard 
from project to project. The m
ain item of concern here 
is the predecessor/success
or relationships. 
2. Output. Output in the 
forms of standard reports,
 ad 
:hoc queries, and graphica
l representations is requ
ired. 
3. Interfaces. It is de
sirable to transfer data
 
generated within the pro
ject management system to other 
systems and software. I
t is especially import
ant to 
provide for future use 
of this data at the indivi
dual 
engineering workstation 
in word processing, spread
sheet, 
and data base applications
. 
4. Evolution of System. I
t is important that a pro
ject 
management system allow
s for evolution as well 
as for 
immediate tailoring for 
individual user needs. 
This 
includes the ability to 
add data attributes, as w
ell as 
to incorporate increa
sing numbers of activ
ities, 
projects, resources and activity
 levels. Changing field 
lengths and specifications
 should also be accommoda
ted. 
20 
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5. What Ifs. A very important requirement for a project 
management system is the ability to perform 'what if~ 
analyses interactively. Since a change in activity 
duration affects the assigned resource, and likewise, a 
change in resource availability affects the schedule, it 
is necessary to have the ability to view immediately the 
.results of such changes. 
Summary of System Requirements. 
The following is a Requirements List for a project 
management system for an engineering organization. 
Level i Requirements 
The PMS must include the ability to: 
1. Perform CPM scheduling. 
2. Specify lead/lag relationships. 
3. Specify a fixed start date. 
4. Define a calendar of non-working days. 
5. Define subnets and hammock. 
6. Include unlimited predecessors/successors. 
7. Clone a network. 
8. Assign resource availability by period. 
9. Report total use vs. availability by resource 
by period. 
10. Perform manual resource levelling. 
11. Provide automatic resource levelling • 
••• over multiple projects 
••• using constant spending rate or algorithm 
••• does not automatically register changes 
to activity file 
12. Specify activity attributes per page 17. 
13. Define activity levels. 
14. Add to activity attributes. 
15. Ease of input, especially network. 
16. Interactive input. 
21 
17. Interacti~e processing. 
18. Ad hoc reporting. 
19. Predefined reporting. 
20. Gantt charts and network graphics. 
21. Ability to perform 'what if~ analyses. 
22. Ability to incorporate multiple projects, 
hundreds of activities, and many resources. 
The following are features which may be required by some 
users. 
Level~ Requirements 
The PM~ must include the ability to: 
1. Specify multiple calendars per project. 
2. Specify different types of resources 
e.g., people, equipment, classes of labor. 
3, Report resource use vs. availability over all 
resources. 
4, Specify duration in more than one unit, 
5, Provide batch as well as interactive input. 
6. Interface to accounting systems. 
7. ~nterface to workstation software. 
8. Meet Department of Defense Requirements, 
The following are features deemed useful to a small 
minority of users. 
Level~ Requirements 
The PMS must include the ability to: 
1. Perform PDM and ADM scheduling. 
2. Specify project information, 
3. Permit multiple resources per activity. 
A word of explanation is required concerning the final 
feature listed. It should be possible to assign multiple 
resources to an activity by incorporating a resource 
22 
indicator in the activity code. This permits a much 
cleaner procedure for scheduling and resourcing compared 
to percentage splitting of work effort over multiple 
resources the method employed by packages permitting 
multiple resources per activity. It is suggested that 
one resource be assigned per activity, the activity code 
made unique by including a resource indicator, where 
multiple resources are involved. 
Currently, it is possible to incorporate most of the 
Le~el 1 features listed above in microcomputer software. 
Areas of difficulty occur in multiproject resourcing 
where memory becomes a potential constraint. This is the 
only potential 
requirements in a 
difficulty posed by the Level 1 
microcomputer environment. This is a 
temporary situation, however, with 32 bit addressing 
systems on the near horizon. 
Two items in the Level 2 requirements list merit mention 
here. They are the ability to interface with mainframe 
accounting systems and with workstation software. With 
the imminent arrival of general acceptance for local 
area networks and micro-to mainframe technology, there 
will be nothing in the three requirements lists that the 
microcomputer will be unable to handle. One currently 
23 
expensive aspect of microcomputer project management is 
the need for plotters for network graphics at each 
computer. This expense, likewi~e, will be reduced with 
the sharing of peripheral devices permitted by 
networking. 
Considering the advantages of cost, speed, simplicity, 
and control, there will be no reason in most cases to 
look beyond the microcomputer for project management 
software needs. 
the immediate 
There will still be a need, at least in 
future, for large systems to handle 
mega-projects with extensive reporting, file maintenance 
~nd security requirements. 
The next section discusses software packages currently 
(second quarter 1985) available for the microcomoputer. 
24 
IV, MICROCOMPUTER PM SOFTWARE MARKET 
'i'he strategy followed for evaluating microcomputer 
software for project management began with the 
assumption that all worthwhile packages were available 
for the IBM PC. A very comprehensive report on project 
management software for the PC was published by PC 
Magazine6. This report was used as a starting point 
for selection and elimination of packages. To these were 
added one other package not included in the study: Total 
Project Planner. Table 1 is a listing of all packages 
considered and where appropriate, the reason for 
elimination from further consideration. 
In the final analysis, 4 packages from this list were 
considered for further investigation. These packages 
were: Project Manager Workbench, Plan Trax 3,0, 
.Primavera Project Planner, and Total Project Manager. 
These remaining packages are listed in Table 2. 
6Ken Edwards, "Project Management With The ];'C," PC, 
Vol. 3:21, 22, 23, 1984, pp. 109 - 156;.211 - 268; 193 -
277, 
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Package~ 
PAC MICRO 
Company 
Reason for 
Elimination 
AGS Management Systems 1 
The Project Manager 
Project Manager Workbench 
Qwiknet 
John Wiley & Sons 2 
Applied Business Technology 
Project Software & Devel. 3 
Task Manager 1.09 
Gantt-It 
Estiplan 
Plantrac 3A 
Quala 4 
A+ Software, Inc. 5 
AGS Management Systems 6 
Computerline Limited 7 
Total Project Planner 
PLAN/TRAX 3. 0 
Harvard Software Inc. 
Engineering-Science Inc. 
PMS-II Aha, Inc. 
8 
Primavera Project Planner Primavera Systems, Inc. 
Reason 
1 single project 
2 judged inferior in many respects 
3 multiple bugs 
4 no cpm 
5 no resourcing 
6 for dp projects only 
7 mainframe philosophy 
8 only one predecessor activity 
Table 1 
List of Software Packages Evaluated 
Package~ 
PLAN/TRAX 3. 0 
Project Manager Workbench 
Primavera Project Planner 
Total Project Planner 
Company 
Engineering-Science Inc. 
Applied Business Technology 
Primavera Systems, Inc. 
Harvard Software Inc. 
Table 2 
Packages Surviving First Elimination 
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Of the four selecte
d packages, it was
 possible to 
p~rform hands-on t
esting of tw~ pick
ages: Project 
Manager Workbench an
d Primavera Project Plan
ner. The 
other packages wer
e evaluated based 
on vendor 
literature. 
First, a discussi~n 
of the two tested pack
ages will be 
presented in terms 
of how well the pac
kage meets the 
requirements lists, 
and what strong point
s the packages 
feature. Subsequently
, a discussion of the 
remaining two 
packages will be 
presented, Finally 
conclusions 
concerning all four p
ackages is presented. 
Project Manager Workbench (A
dvanced Version) 
This is a spreadshee
t-based package which 
causes dynamic 
updating of the sch
edule when resource
 availability 
changes or schedule 
constraints are impos
ed. Because of 
the spreadsheet bas
is, data is stored 
at fixed memory 
locations and only 
360 activities can be 
accommodated. 
Also, although mult
iple project data can be ent
ered and 
resource data can 
be summarized over 
all projects, 
resource levelling is
 done on a per project basi
s. 
PM Workbench permits
 three levels with
in a project: 
project, activity, and task.
 Task is the level fo
r 
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entering schedule and r
esource data, with activit
y and 
·project being summary levels. U
p to three resources can 
be assigned to a task.
 Only people are allow
ed as 
resources. Availability
 is defined as a con
stant 
throughout the project - a real d
eficiency! 
The critical path is i
dentified in output and sc
hedule 
inconsistencies are flag
g~d. Start or complete da
tes or 
durations can be fixed,
 however, there is no allo
wance 
for specifying lead/lag 
relationships and the net
work 
definition is confusin
g when many activitie
s are 
involved (more than about thirty
). 
Although the activity 
attributes defined by the 
system 
are rather comprehensiv
e, the user is limited to
 these 
attributes (as in most pack
aged software). Another 
limitation of this pac
kage is the restricted 
output. 
There is no capability 
to generate any reports 
other 
than the Gantt chart tem
plates, the network diagram
, an 
activity plan report, and 
an activity status report
. 
In summary, PM Workben
ch is a good package for 
single 
projects with a limited numb
er of activities. The 
package sells for $1150 and re
quires 320k memory. 
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Primavera Project Planner 
Primavera Project Planner represents a second class of 
microcomputer software. It is a very powerful tool, 
accommodating 10,000 activities. It allows for both PDM 
and ADM scheduling and meets the requirements of the 
Department of Defense and other government agencies. 
Primavera 1 s package is a successor to the mainframe 
package PROMAC, 
This package provides the capability for entering two 
target schedules, 
resource 
levels, 
allows for indication of priority for 
loading, and permits up to 20 
Primavera 1 s 
automatic 
activity 
provides for natural winding 
resourcing algorithm 
down of activity as 
completion approaches, but it does not provide optimum 
scheduling of work, 
Many useful 
produced by 
for ad hoc 
reports and graphical representations are 
Primavera, There is no capability however 
reporting, Also, all reports appear only on 
the printer, As a result of this there is no "what if' 
capability, This system is very much like a mainframe 
system with interactive input. 
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Primavera Project Planner is a laudable package which is 
very useful for an organization who needs mainframe 
power or Department of Defense reporting at micro 
prices. It falls somewhat short as a modelling tool for 
interactive evaluation of project scenarios. 
frima~era Project Planner is priced at $2500 and 
requires a hard disk drive and 512k memory. 
Total Project Planner 
There are few features to distinguish Total Project 
Manager from Project Manager Workbench. Discernable 
differences are minor: multiwindowing 
capability, 
ability to specify duration in any time period, and the 
minimum and negative slack features for identifying 
potential schedule problems. Total Project Manager is 
priced under $500. 
Plan/Trax Version 3-...Q. 
In the same way, Plan/Trax version 3.0 is very similar 
in capability to Project Manager Workbench. It does 
permit incorporation of more activities (700), but it 
provides less reporting and graphics features, Plan/Trax 
is priced at $795, 
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In summary, the current project management software 
ma~ket consists of two major types of systems. One type 
is the totally interactive, spreadsheet-type system 
which, because of memory limitations handles limited 
numbers of activities and performs resource levelling 
only within a single project, if at all. Other key 
features e.g., lead/lag specification, are generally not 
available. 
At the other end of the available software selection is 
the mainframe-type system for the microcomputer. Very 
large reporting requirements are standard with little or 
no ad hoc reporting capability. Also limited is the 
ability to perform 'what if~ ~nalyses, i. e,, to 
interactively makes changes to schedule or resource and 
view resultant changes directly. Resourcing across 
projects may also be limited. 
In either case, no flexibility is provided for data 
definition or reporting formats. 
What apparently is needed in project management software 
is a package which meets all the Level 1 requirements as 
specified in Section III as a minimum along with the 
interface features specified as Level 2 requirements. 
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. . . . . . . . "' . 
Spreadsheet-type 'what 
hard copy reporting 
also part of what 
if' capabilities combined with 
and batch-type input options are 
is needed in the ideal project 
management system. In the next chapter, a design is 
presented for a project management system prototype, 
which will include all the required features. A partial 
implementation follows the design. 
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V. NIAL IMPLEMENTATION
 
A. B·ackground. 
Th~s chapt~r present
s a design for an i
deal project 
management system an
d a prototype of tha
t design. The 
language chosen for im
plementing the proto
type was 
Q'Nial IBM PC version 3.05
, the portable impleme
ntation 
of Nial. Nial, whic
h stands for 'Nested
 Interactive 
Array Language,' i
s a high-level prog
ramming tool 
(developed by M. A. Jenk
ins of Queen's University a
t 
Kingston, Ontario, C
anada and Trenchard Mo
re of the IBM 
Cambridge Scientific 
Center) especially suited 
to 
prototyping for a numb
er of reasons. 
1. Although Q1 Nial execu
tes commands in immedi
ate 
mode, commands can be 
strung together with p
rint 
suppressed to provide 
for programming of 
procedures. 
2. the ability to read 
and write to text files
 is 
incorporated in Nial, 
permitting 'quasi-batc
h' 
handling of data. 
3. The ability to use da
ta and arrays without 
predefining them is an
other feature of Nial 
which 
makes it useful for pr
ototyping. 
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B. Test Case. 
Before commencing 
set up for use 
considerations in 
programming 
throughout 
designing 
efforts, a test case was 
program development. Major 
the test case were to 
incorporate all features required to test the CPM 
calculations and to include all required features in the 
·activity array. 
The CFM network was selected to test all the required 
features including fixed start date and lead/lag 
specification. Predecessor/successor actvity pairs were 
set up to test an autosort procedure to be developed, 
i.e., random order was allowed in specifying these 
pairs. Also, activities were included for which there 
were no predecessors, as well as activities for which 
there were no successors. For the purposes of this 
prototype, all dates used are relative. 
The activity array was constructed to include the fields 
discussed in Section III and to correspond to activities 
defined in the predecessor/successor table. 
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Figure 1 depict• the network used in the test case with 
the information needed by th• CPM procedure - duration, 
fixed start date, and 1ead/lag relationships. The 
forward and backward pass calculation• are shown in 
Appendix 1. Note that duration and fixed start date are 
the onlY attributes of activitY required for the CPM 
calculation. Th• remaining attributes of the activity 
test arraY will be discussed in a succeeding section. 
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Test Case Network 
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VI, SYSTEM DESIGN 
ihe project management system consists of the following 
major procedures: 
The 
1, Define/Update Activity Table, 
2, Define/Update Predecessor/Successor Table, 
3, Perform CPM Calculations, 
4. Define/Update Resource Table, 
5, Perform Resourcing, 
Activity Table 
The first topic for discussion will be the activity 
table or array, The attributes for an activity were 
discussed in Section III. The main emphasis of this 
section will be to describe the structure of the 
activity array and the procedures to enter data, 
There are a variety of options for defining the activity 
array a hierarchical array, a relational (table) 
structure, or a series of lists, The tabular or list 
structures provide for the easiest update of the array. 
For this reason, the hierarchical approach was not 
selected. The list method could have taken one of two 
forms - one list for each activity or one list for each 
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activity attribute. It was decided that both of these 
alternatives would present difficulties in setting up 
permanent text files, i.e. each list would have to be 
loaded separately. Instead, a single two dimensional 
table was set up with columns corresponding to activity 
attributes and rows corresponding to each activity. In 
this way, a blank array could be initialized and data 
loaded directly into the appropriate address. File 
loading could be handled more simply by dealing with a 
single array. 
For testing purposes, an activity array was constructed 
in a definition file. A definition file contains the 
program statements normally entered directly into Nial. 
When Nial is run, the definition file can be loaded into 
the workspace using the command 'loaddefs "filename.' 
This allowed repeated loading of the test data whenever 
it was .required. The procedure which constructed the 
array ACTIVITY 
'actdata.ndf" 
was 
the 
created 
suffix 
as definition file 
' • ndf"' indicating a 
def'inition 
lists, .one 
file. The basic data consisted of a series of 
for each activity. This data was then 
converted into 
the number of 
an (n x 15) array, in which n refers to 
activities and 15, the number of 
attributes. For purposes of this prototype, some of the 
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strictly informational fields in the activities attribute li~t p. 21 were omitted, This same procedure 
'actdata.ndf' could be used for batch entry of new activity information. A listing and execution of 
'actdata.ndf' appear in Appendix 2. 
A means for interactive entry of activity data is provided in definition file 'act1.ndf,' This procedure is capable of initially defining the activity array and of subsequently updating the array. In initializing the array, the number of rows is determined in one of two ways, If CPM is used (user queried about this), then the 
number of activities is determined by applying the Nial procedure 'cull' to count the number of unique activities in the first column of the predecessor/successor table. If CPM is not used, the user will be prompted for the number of activities, In either case, the array will be 'shaped' (dimensioned) at (n + 10) rows to allow for the input of additional activities, This number is not meant to allow for a large number of ommitted activities, but only for the occasional ommission, Although this incremental number of rows can easily be changed in the program, it is felt that conscientious attention to the project scope would normally eliminate most of these omissions. 
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In update mode, the user is prompted with the activity code in addition to the remaining attributes. In update or non-CPM define mode, input can be terminated by pressing the return key before all activities are addressed. In CPM define mode the user must address all activities there is no end of file key procedure. The purpose of this omission is to require the user to address each activity specified in the predecessor/successor table. 
The columns are set up in the activity array such that the first eight columns - activity code, description, duration, fixed start, planned start, budget hours, resource, and project number - are entered initially. The remaining columns are for updating project information, while retaining original plan data. If it is required that more attributes be added, this can be done very simply. (Refer to Operating Instructions -Section VIII). Table 3 presents the layout for the activity array. 
An activity array normally will contain all the activities for a single project. However, this is not a requirement. The important consideration is that all activities related through a common CPM network should 
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Array ACTIVITY 
ROW DESCRIPTION: Activity Occurence 
COLUMN DESCRIPTION: Activity Attributes 
TUPLES SORTED?: no 
ATTRIBUTE 
act.code 
description 
duration 
fixed start 
orig.plan.start 
orig.budg.hrs 
resource 
project code 
early start 
late start 
curr. plan, start 
actual start 
curr.budg.hrs. 
curr.act.hrs. 
percent compl. 
SOURCE 
actdata, act1 
actdata, act1 
actdata, act1 
actdata, act1 
actdata, act1 
actdata, act1 
actdata, act1 
actdata, act1 
cpm 
cpm 
actdata, update 
actdata, update 
actdata, update 
actdata, update 
actdata, update 
Table 3 
ACTIVITY ARRAY STRUCTURE 
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be included in the same array. Once an array i
s created, 
it should be stored permanently (normally using the 
PUTFILE (or APPENDFILE) routine, Nial library routines), 
The structure 
groupings of 
of the text file depends on the intended 
project/activities for resourcing. If 
resourcing is to be done by individual project, then one 
file is used for each project; if multiple projects are 
to be addressed, then the file should be
 set up to 
contain the desired subset of project~, or all projects, 
(To retrieve the text files, the Nial library GETFILE 
procedure is used), 
In the activity array, any field can be upda
ted except 
activity code, early start, and late start,
 It is not 
advisable, however, to change the original pla
nned start 
date or the original budget hours. If duratio
n or f'ixed 
start date are updated, the CPM should be re
run. Also, 
after new CPM results (early start and late start) are 
loaded into the activity file, the resourcing
 situation 
is altered and should be checked. 
One final comment concerning activity and th
e activity 
array is in order, While some software packa
ges on the 
market allow an unlimited number of activi
ty levels, 
these are merely levels for subtotalling. Moreo
ver, it 
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is impractical to work with more than three levels (in 
addition to project level): subproject, activity, and 
task. Activity is the level for monitoring schedule and 
resourcing. This is the main level and the only level 
directly 
optionally 
activity. 
used in this prototype. Task is a sublevel for 
reporting cost details at a level below 
This level is useful in order to accommodate 
accounting systems which report actual hours at a level 
of detail greater than that required for scheduling. 
Subproject is simply a subtotal level, which is 
automatically available in Nial. The task level is 
easily constructed in Nial using lists for the actual 
costs for each activity. This is a feature not normally 
offered in packaged software, i.e., the ability to enter 
information at more than one level. The programming of 
this structure is left for future enhancements. 
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The Predecessor/Successor Table 
Procedure 'psdata. ndf 1 sets up the predecessor/successor 
table ( array) in batch fashion. An interactive procedure 
which parallels that developed for activitY was not 
implemented as part of this system because it is felt 
that the list method is practical since there are only 
predecessor/successor 
attributes in each three 
occurrence. After the list is specified, it is converted 
Table 4 depicts the 
to a table by Nial programming. 
layout of the predecessor/successor table. 
Array PS2 
Predecessor successor 
Lead/ 
ActiyitY ActivitY 
1.E:.K 
ACT_A ACT_C 
0 
ACT 
-
A ACT_D 
0 
ACT 
-
B ACT_D 
-1 
ACT_H ACT_K 
0 
ACT_D ACT_F 
+3 
Table 4 
Predecessor/ Successor Table 
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The table is then sorted by procedure 'sortps.ndf' 
according to the following sequence: i. those tuples for 
which predecessor activity has no predecessor; ii. those 
tuples in which the predecessor activity is the 
successor to the previously selected activity; iii. 
those predecessor activities which are successors to the 
above; iv. those predecessor activities which have no 
successors. The above sequence is subject to the 
additional restrictions: i. all occurrences of the same 
activity are sorted together; ii. an activity which is a 
successor to some activity cannot be written to the 
array if it has other predecessors which are not yet 
written to the array; iii. all predecessor activities 
without successors are assigned last to the array. 
The above sort is accomplished by first obtaining an 
ordered list of the activities in the first column of 
PS2. Next, the corresponding rows are selected and 
appended using: 
d gets (y pick (y + 1) reshape (rows ps2))); 
dd gets rows dd append d; dd gets mix dd; 
The program listing and execution for 'psdata.ndf' is 
included in Appendix 3. 
The CPM Procedure 
The input required for the CPM pr
ocedure is the 
predecessor/successor table along with a
ctivity duration 
and activity fixed start date. 
The CPM procedure consists of five ro
utines which are 
strung together in the file 'cpm.ndf
: The procedure 
'cpm1. ndf" sets up array CPM for us
e during the CPM 
calculation. The columns are activity
 duration, early 
start, late start, and fixed start 
date. The tuples 
correspond to those in PS2. The p
rocedure 'cpm2.ndf; 
loads activity durations and fixed s
tart dates from 
array ACTIVITY to array CPM. Proce
dure 'cpmf.ndf' 
performs the forward pass calculation
 and enters the 
early start dates into array CPM. Proc
edure 'cpmb.ndf' 
performs the backward pass, loading the
 late .start date 
into array CPM. 
The forward pass and backward pass 
procedures take 
advantage of Nial's array structures, 
requiring a very 
few lines to achieve desired results. 
The logic of the 
forward pass routine proceeds as follow
s. The procedure 
finds all addresses of the first succe
ssor activity in 
column one of the sorted table PS2. This
 address is used 
for entering the early start date in arra
y CPM. 
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Locating the address of this activity in column two 
provides the address of the early start and duratiqn of 
the predecessor activities, as well as the associated 
le•d/lags. Early start, defined as the maximum over all 
activity + early start predecessor activity+ lead/lag), 
qccurrences of the activity of (duration predeccessor 
is calculated and entered into column two of array CPM. 
A check is made to determine if a fixed start date is 
spec~fied and if the date is achievable, i.e. equal to 
or later than the calculated early start. If both 
conditions are met, then fixed start is the date which 
is used. The procedure continues through all items in 
the predeccessor column. As an illustration of the power 
of Nial, below is the coding used to perform the forward 
pass. Comparable coding in a procedural language such as 
Fortran would require five times as many statements. 
Fork with tell tally(first cols ps2) 
do a gets (k 1 pick ps2); 
b gets findall a (first cols ps2); 
c gets a match second cols ps2; 
d gets c sublist first cols cpm; 
e gets c sublist second cols cpm; 
f gets c sublist third cols ps2; 
c gets max (eachboth sum d (eachboth sum e f)); 
for x with b do cpm@ (x 1) gets c; 
z gets (x 3 pick cpm); 
if ((z unequal") and (z > c)) then 
cpm@ (x 1) gets z; 
cpm@ (x 2) gets z; 
endif; 
endfor; 
endfor; 
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The backward pass while more difficult proceeds on a 
relatively parallel path. Finally, CPM procedure 
'cpmr.ndf' constructs array ACT with one entry for each 
activity. The columns correspond to activity code, 
late start, early finish, late 
float. This array as well as 
duration, early start, 
finish, and calculated 
array CPM are considered temporary arrays used for 
and display of data during processing. generation 
However, these as well as any other Nial arrays can be 
loaded into a permanent text file. 
Upon completion 
is updated with 
of the CPM procedure, the activity file 
early and late starts if the user 
responds positively to the appropriate query. 
All listings and executions of procedures which are part 
of the CPM calculation appear in Appendix 4. 
The Resource Array 
The resource array is constructed in file 'resdata.ndf~ 
in batch fashion similar to the procedure used for the 
predecessor/successor table. Like the PS Table (PS2), 
the resource data is relatively stable and therefore, an 
interactive procedure was not developed. Also, as with 
PS2, it is not important here to track previous values. 
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Therefore, updating is
 done directly to ~re
sdata.ndf.' 
Availability for eac
h resource is the ma
in information 
stored in 'r
esdata.J Availability
 is specified in 
hours/day. Time peri
ods can be either w
eeks or days, 
however, they must co
rrespond to the time p
eriod used in 
schedule duration. D
ata is entered as a li
st of lists. 
One list is entered
 for each availabili
ty period for 
each resource. The it
ems in each list are 
Resource, Time 
period #, Hours/Week
 Available. Availab
ility can be 
changed for a resou
rce by making multipl
e entries for 
that resource. The 
program sorts the '
tuples/ using 
GRADEUP {sort using a spec
ified field) based on the T
ime 
Period # and assign
s the given availa
bility for all 
future time periods.
 When the program 
encounters a 
changed availablit
y, it will 
replace the earlier 
assigned results. The
 resulting table RESAV
 has a format 
as described in Table 
5. 
Array RESAV TIME H
R/WK 
RESOURCE RERIOD 
AYAIL 
resb 5 
8 
resb 0 
1~ 
resa 10 
24 
resb 0 
10 
resc 7 
20 
resc 
0 14 
Table 5 
Array Resav (Resource Avai
lability) 
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The Resourcing Procedure 
The. resourcing procedure is the longest procedure with 
the most optional features. The resourcing procedure 
begins by setting up a temporary array ACTRES. This 
array stores values loaded from array ACTIVITY, which 
are used in the resourcing procedure. These are activity 
code, duration, fixed 
start, early start, late 
completes, budget hours, and project codes. 
The procedure operates on one resource at a time. The 
user is prompted for this resource. Then a subset of 
ACTIVITY is placed in ACTRES containing those activities 
which are assigned to the resource. If resourcing is 
resources, the procedure is 
required on multiple 
executed multiple times. 
The next part of this routine sets up array RES to 
contain the time spent by time period for each activity 
for the selected resource. As a first pass at levelling, 
the remaining hours are spread evenly over the period 
early start to late complete. Note that it is necessary 
to update actuals in ACTIVITY before running resourcing 
for accurate results. The program requests a starting 
date for resourcing (a future date) to determine the 
leftmost column of the resultant array. If no date is 
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entered, the earliest sta
rt dates over all activitie
s in 
ACTRES is used as the le
ftmost date. The array Res
 is 
set ~p to contain rows co
rresponding to those in ACTR
ES, 
interspersed with rows sh
owing the early start and 
late 
complete dates for the 
activity in the above row. 
The 
columns represent each 
time period from the left
most 
date to the latest late
 complete date of all selec
ted 
activities. The hours fo
r each period are summariz
ed as 
the last row of RES. 
Another array RESSUM is 
generated which contains, 
for 
the selected resource, f
our columns: time perio
d#, 
total use, total availabil
ity, and surplus/shortage. 
It may be desirable to fi
le permanently both arrays
 RES 
and RESSUM using the Ni
al library file routines. T
his 
would avoid the need to re
process the resourcing and
 CPM 
procedures to simply view p
reviously generated results
. 
Resource Levelling can pr
oceed into more complicate
d and 
efficient methods beyond 
that which was included in
 the 
scope of this thesis. 
Automatic levelling coul
d be 
performed using prioritie
s assigned to each activ
ity. 
Also algorithms for s
preading the hours some
where 
between early start and lat
e complete should be 
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incorporated. rt is just as important for a project 
provide :for manual loading as to 
.management system to 
provide for automatic 
loading. This is best achieved 
interface, since 
each location 
data 
and 
can be 
subtotals through a spreadsheet 
easilY manipulated 
immediatelY viewed. 
in 
back into 
Upon completion, results can be 
the Resource file. No matter how the 
1evell ing is done, it is not adv is able to provide 
automatic updating of durations or planned start dates 
based on 1evelling results. Changes such as these should 
be brought to the attention of th• user, whO would then 
make a conscious decision to update the array ACTIVITY, 
or to go back to resourcing for another iteration, 
loaded 
Listiogs and executions for the Resourcing procedure 
appear as Appendix 5. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
The project management system developed here provides an 
illustration of most of the Level requirements set 
forth in Section III. Those 
requirements not 
specifically included in the basic system are discussed 
below as enhancements. In addition to providing a tool 
for 
felt 
illustrating 
that this 
project management requirements, it is 
system provides a building block for an 
operative system. 
In summary, the system developed 
here has the 
capabilities/ future potential to: 
1. Perform CPM scheduling. 
2. Specify lead/lag relationships. 
3. Specify a fixed start date. 
4. Define a calendar - future. 
5. Define subnets and hammock through Nial 
arrays. 
6. Specify unlimited predecessors/successors. 
7, Clone a network by editing 'psdata,ndf' 
8, Assign resource availability by period in 'resdata' 
g. Report total use vs. availability by resource 
by period in 'Resourcn' array RESSUM. 
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10. Provide manual resource levelling - future, through 
interface with spreadsheet software 
11. Provide automatic resource levelling 
Primitive capability now. Future: build in optimum 
levelling procedure based on assigned activity 
priority. 
12. Include activity attributes per page 17. 
13. Define activity levels through Nial 
array ~tructures. 
14. Add to activity attributes. 
15. Input data with ease, especially the network, 
through 'psdata 1 
16. Input interactively activity data through 'act1.' 
17. Process interactively. 
18. Report on an ad hoc basis through displaying of 
arrays. 
19. Report on a predefined basis arrays on screen or 
printing of files. Future: improve. 
20. Produce Gantt charts and network graphics - futu~e. 
21. Perform 'what if' analyses. 
22. Incorporate multiple projects, hundreds of 
activities, and many resources. 
Enhancements specified above can be developed without 
too much difficulty. The most difficult enhancement 
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would be the procedure for automatic resource levelling 
( 11), This would require, first of all, addition of 
activity priority attribute in array ACTIVITY. Next, 
provisions for use of one or more algorithms for 
spreading the work effort by period should be made, 
Then, automatic spreading using priority and algorithm 
are performed within the bounds of early start and late 
complete. This could be accomplished using Nial 
operations, however, it may be more efficient to call a 
C language routine at this point (through Nial function 
'Call C .. ). 
Results of resource loading should then be reported, 
with any overload situation flagged, It would also be 
most convenient for the program to flag durations and 
planned start dates which should be changed in array 
ACTIVITY, These changes should 1LQ..t. au tom at ically be 
performed by the system, 
The procedures executed under this prototype system are 
relatively slow. However, this is not viewed as critical 
or permanent, with faster computers on the horizon, 
Output routines should be added for both printed reports 
and graphics, The graphics would be done outside of Nial 
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by transfer of data to .a graphics package. 
In addition to the above capabilities, the prototype 
system can 
interfacing 
be 
with 
used in a UNIX environment, permitting 
workstation software spreadsheet, 
word processing, etc. Also, with increasing capabilities 
of the PC and with networking and micro-to-mainframe 
links, 
will be 
the microcomputer based project management system 
able to accomodate the growing needs of an 
engineering company. 
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VIII. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
In order to run Q1 Nial under PC DOS, 512 k memory is 
required. It can be run using a single or double floppy 
drive system or a hard disk. Two disks are required, the 
main program residing on disk B, with data files, 
profiles, and the personal editor on disk A. Q1 Nial is 
loaded by the command 'nial.' 
The following sequence for loading and running program 
files is required. 
To run CPM: 
loaddefs "psdata 
loaddefs "act1 (initial, interactive) 
or loaddefs "actdata (initial, batch) 
or getfile "activity (text file) 
loaddefs "cpm 
To run Resourcing: 
run "cpm 
or getfile "resource 
or getfile "activity 
loaddefs "resourcing 
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To update Act.ivities! 
edit "actdata.ndf (batch) 
or getfile "activity 
(for text file) 
and loaddefs "act1 
or loaddefs "act1 (data in
 memory) 
To update Predecessor
/Successor Table: 
edit "psdata.ndf 
T9 update Resource Av
ailability: 
edit "resdata •. ndf 
General Instructions:
 
1. Description and co
de fields should be 
prefaced on input wit
h n 
2~ When using loaddef
s files to update act
ivity 
data, predecessor/suc
cessor data, or 
resource availability
 data, use the file 
names as specified ab
ove e.g., 
edit "actdata.ndf. 
3. Any Array within mem
ory can be displayed a
t 
any time by typing th
e array name (Appendix 6) 
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4. To print out files ty
pe: 
host 'filename> prn' 
5. Host commands e.g., D
IR, ERASE, COPY, can be 
executed within 'host co
mmandname' 
6. When setting up a file
 in the Personal Editor,
each 
line must end in 
1
;' 
7. To add more attribute
s to the array ACTIVITY
, 
minor modifications mu
st be 
made to loaddefs. file "a
ct1. Reshape statements 
with a column dimension 
of 15 must be changed to
 
(n + 15) where n is the numbe
r of new attributes. 
Also, input statements 
must be added for the ne
w 
attributes. 
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APPENDIX 1 A 
Forward Pass Calculation 
PRED. PRED. 
PRED. SUCC. LEAD/ ACT. ACT. ACT. FIXED ACT. 
START ~ 
·A C 0 5 0 
·A D 0 5 0 
B D 0 2 
0 
C E 0 1 5 0 4 5 
D F 0 3 5,2 0 5 
E G 0 1 a 5 
6 
F G +3 6 3 5 
1 1 
G I 0 2 10,6 6 , 11 1 8
 1 8 
G J 0 2 
1.8 
G K 0 2 
18 
H K. 0 0 
0 
I L -1 5 2 18 
19 
J L 0 6 2 18 
20 
K M 0 2 2,0 18 
20 
L 0 1 5,6 20 
26 
M 0 3 2 20 
22 
ACT E/S: LEAD/LAG+ PRED.ACT.DUR. + PRED.ACT.E/S 
OR = FIXED START if fixed start is greater. 
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APPENDIX 1 B 
Babkward Pass Calculation 
succ. 
PRED. SUCC. LEAD/ ACT. ACT. FIXED ACT. 
START LL§. 
A 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
G 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
ACT L/S 
OR 
FLOAT= 
C 0 5 1 
D 0 5 1 
D 0 2 4 
E 0 1 5 4 7 
F 0 3 5,2 6 
G 0 10 1 8 
G +3 6 3 12 
I 0 2 10, 6 18 18 
J 0 2 1 8 
K 0 2 1 8 
K 0 0 20 
L 
-1 5 2 21 
L 0 6 2 20 
M 0 2 2,0 20 
0 1 5,6 26 
.0 3 2 22 
: SUCC.L/S - ACT.DUR. - LEAD/LAG 
= FIXED START if fixed start used as E/S 
ACT. L/S - ACT. EIS 
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FLOAT 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
20 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
APPENDIX 2A 
'act.data' Listing and Execution p. 1 
#FILENAME: Actdata. ndf 
I This procedure sets up initial activity array in batch fashion. 
# A list of eight items is input for each activity. Tnese eight 
# represent activity code, activity description, duration, 
# fixed start date, planned start date, budgetted hours, resource, 
# project number. These fields all refer to the original values. The 
# original values are retained in this file even though they may 
tt be revised in future updates. 
# These lists are then converted to a table and seven more columns 
# are appended for future input of other fields: early start date, 
I late start date, current planned start date, actual start date, 
# current budgetted hours, current actual hours, percent complete. 
I This list of attributes can be modified or enlarged easily. The only 
# requirement is that none of the first ten columns be changed. in 
# this way, the only progra.mming changes required 1-1ill be in this .file:. 
# (and in file Actl.ndf, if usedi. 
activity gets ( II a. "act a c:- II 50 "resa 221) 
-
~· 
( II b "act b 2 II 20 11 resa 3) 
( llc "act C 4 10 "resb 155) 
-
( II d 11 act d .., .J II 30 11 resc 1 ) 
( II e "act e 10 II 10 0 11 resa 551) 
-
f 11 act f 6 II 60 "resd 2) 
g "act _g 2 18 " 20 "resb 10) 
h 11 act h 0 II 0 "resd 4) 
i "act i 5 II 50 "resb 5) 
j "act _j 6 II 60 "resc 101 ) 
k "act k 2 " 20 "rese 13 l 
( I 1 "act 1 1 " 1 (l "rese 20) 
( "m "act m .,. .J " 30 "resf 381); 
a gets mi:< activity; a gets tally first cols a; 
z gets (1; z gets a reshape z; 
b gets cols activity append 7. ~' d gets transpose 
b gets cols d append z; d gets transpose mi}: b. l 
b gets cols d append 7. ~ l d gets transpose mix b; 
b gets cols d append z; d gets transpose mi:-: b; 
b gets cols d append 
'' 
d gets transpose mix b; 
b gets cols d append z i d gets transpose mix b• 
' b gets cols d append 7. d gets transpose mix b; 
~' 
activity gets (a 15 reshape link di i 
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mix b; 
APPENDIX 2A 
'act .• data' Listing and Execution p. 2 
# initialize current planned start and current budget hours 
for x with tell a do activity@ (x 10) gets (x 4 pick activity>; 
activity@ (x 12) gets (x 5 pick activity); endfor; 
~1ri te activity; 
Array ACTIVITY 
act.code 
description 
duration 
fixed start 
orig.pla11 start 
orig. budg. hrs 
resource 
prefect 
eariy st 
1 ate st 
a act .a 5 50 resa 221 !) 0 0 50 
b act b 2 20 resa 3 0 0 0 20 
C act C 4 10 resb 155 I) 0 0 10 
-
d act d ,:, 30 resc 1 0 (I 0 30 
e act e 10 100 resa 551 0 0 0 100 
-
f act f 6 60 resd ,, (l 0 0 60 ,:_ 
g act i' 
_,; 2 18 20 resb 10 0 0 0 20 
h act h 0 I) 
-
resd 4 0 0 0 0 
act i 5 50 resb C" 0 0 0 50 .J 
j act _j 6 60 resc 101 (i 0 (l 60 
k act I: ~. 20 rese 13 0 0 0 20 .l. 
act 1 10 rese 20 0 I) (l 10 
m act m 3 30 resf 381 0 (1 0 30 
# write activity array to a text file. 
I) 
(i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I) 
I) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
curr. plan st 
actual start 
curr.budg.hr 
curr. act. 
"compi 
wrt gets read 'enter 1 to write results to a file'; 
if ~,rt= 1 then writescreen 'procedure not developed'; wrt gets O; 
endif; 
enter 1 to write results to a file! 
procedure not developed 
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APPENDIX 2B 
'act1.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 1 
loaddefs "actl 
#FILENAME: Actl.ndf 
# This procedure sets up initial activity array interactively. 
# (File Actdata.ndf sets up initial array in batch fashion). 
# Prompts for activity attributes. 
# Activity code is requested only if cpm scheduling not perform
ed. 
# If cpm scheduling is performed it is assumed that ps table is
 
# already input and activity code is automatically displayed. 
# All predecessor activities must be addressed. 
#Setup activity array with (n + 10) rows corresponding to number of 
# activities as taken from ps table if cpm is used, (with 10 extra); 
# or as specified on input in this procedure - if cpm is not 
used. 
I Number of columns used is 15 corresponding to eight fields 
input 
# here and seven fields for future input in other proceoures. 
# Termination of input is possible before reaching the specifie
d 
# number of activities -- for the non-cpm case. 
# First, initialize array. 
# (Note: when entering literal (nonnumericl data, it is necessary 
I to prefix input with" 
updat gets O; 
flag gets O; 
~pdat gets read 'enter 1 for update'; 
if updat = 1 then n gets (tally first cols activity); flag gets 1; 
else flag gets read 'enter 1 if cpm scheduling used'; 
activity gets O; 
if flag= 1 then n gets tally (cull first cols ps2); 
b gets cull first cols ps2; 
activity gets (n 15) reshape activity; 
for x with b do activity@ ((x find bl 0) gets x; 
endfor; 
else n gets read 'enter max number of activities'; 
ac~ivity gets ((n + 10) 15) reshape activity; · 
end1f; 
endif; 
enter 1 for update! 
project gets read 'enter project code'; 
enter project code 
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APPENDIX 2B 
'act1.ndf 1 Listing and Execution p. 2 
wiitescreen 'enter activity data'; 
writescreen' when complete, press return'; 
For x with tell n do if flag= 1 then write((>: Ol pick activity!; 
else activity@ (x 0) gets read 'activity code'; 
endif; 
If (:< 0 pick acti vi tyl = ??noexpr then m gets (x 
else q gets project; 
if q unequal ??noexpr then activity@ (x 7) gets 
q gets read 'activity description'; 
if q unequal ??noexpr then activity@ (x 1) gets 
q gets read 'duration'; 
if q unequal ??noexpr then activity@ (x 2) gets 
q gets read 'fixed start date (optional)'; 
if q unequal ??noexpr then activity@ (x 3) gets 
q gets read 'planned start date (optional)'; 
if q unequal ??noe:<pr then activity@ (x 4) gets 
q gets read 'budget hours·; 
if q unequal ??noe:<pr then activity@ (x 5) gets 
q gets read 'resource'; 
if q unequal ??noexpr then activity@ (x 6) gets 
q gets read 'project number·; 
if q unequal ??noexpr then activity@ (x 7) gets 
activity@ (x 10) gets (x 4 pick activity); 
activity@ (x 12) gets (x 5 pick activity); 
end if; 
endfor; 
enter activity data 
when complete, press return 
a 
activity description 
duration 
fixed start date (optional) 
planned start date (optional) 
budget hours 
resource 
project number 
b 
activity description"newdesc 
duration5 
fixed start date (optional) 
planned start date (optional l 10 
budget hours50 
resource"newres 
project number888 
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- 1 ) ; exit X; 
q; endif; 
q; end if; 
q; endif; 
q; endif; 
q; end if; 
q; endif; 
q· 
' 
endif; 
q; endif; 
• • • -,. • •• • I- •• 
APPENDIX 2B 
'act1.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 3 
if flag= 1 then m gets n; kc gets n - 10; 
for cc with tell (n - kc) do d gets O; d gets 15 reshape d; 
a c t i vi t y g et s r o ~, s a c t i v i t y a p p en d d ; a c ti v i t y g e t s mi x a c t i v i t y ; 
endfor; 
endif; 
fl gets O; 
fl gets read 'Any more activities? Enter 1 '; 
If fl= 1 then for x with tell 10 do y gets m + ::; 
q gets read 'activity code'; 
if q = ??noexpr then exit x;endif; 
activity@ 
activity@ 
activity@ 
activity@ 
activity@ 
activity@ 
activity@ 
activity'-" 
activity@ 
activity@ 
endf or; 
endif; 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(y 
(I) 
1 ) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
10 l 
12i 
gets q. ! 
gets read 
gets read 
gets read 
gets read 
gets read 
gets read 
gets read 
gets ( y 
gets (y 
·activity description·; 
'duration'; 
'f i X ed start date (optional)·; 
'planned start date (optional)': 
'budget hours'; 
resource'; 
'project number'; 
4 pi cl'. activity); 
C: pick acti vi tyl; ,J 
kk gets tally first cols activity; 
kc gets (0 findall first cols activity); kc gets tally kc; 
activity gets ( ( (kk - kc) 15)) take activity; 
writescreen 'Array ACTIVITY'; 
~,rite activity; 
Any more activities? Enter 11 
activity code"n 
activity description"newn 
duration5 
fixed start date (optional) 
planned start date (optional)5 
budget hours50 
resource"newr 
project number999 
activity code"o 
activity description"newo 
duration10 
fixed start date (optional) 
planned start date (optional) 10 
budget hoursBO 
resource"newr 
project number70 
activity code 681 
APPENDIX 2B 
'act1.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 4 
Array ACTIVITY 
a act a 5 50 resa 221 0 I) 6 50 0 0 -b n e1'1d esc " ,J, 10 50 ne1ffes 888 0 0 10 0 50 0 0 C act C 1 4 1 0 resb 155 (j 0 0 10 I) 0 -d act d 3 30 re.sc 1 0 0 I) 30 0 0 e act_ e 10 100 resa 551 0 (I 0 100 I) (I f act. f 6 60 resd 2 0 0 0 60 0 0 -g act _g ,, 18 20 resb 10 (I 0 0 20 (I I) " h act h 0 0 resd 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -i act 
-
i 5 50. resb 5 0 I) (l 50 (i 0 j act j 
-
6 60 resc ro1 t) 0 0 60 0 0 I·· •. act k 2 20 rese 13 0 (I (I 2 (I I) (I -l act l 10 rese 20 0 0 I) 10 0 0 m act m ., 30 resf 381 0 I) (I 30 0 I) 
..) 
n n e 1rn 5 ?noe>:pr 5 50 ·newr 999 0 (j 5 0 50 0 0 o· newo 10 ?noexpr 10 80 newr 70 0 0 10 0 80 0 0 
# !,Jr i t e activity array to a te::t f i I e. 
wrt gets read 'enter 1 to write activity data to a f i I e '.i if !'id = 1 then Nritescreen pr-ocedure not developed'; wrt gets O; endif; 
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APPENDIX 3 
'psdata.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 1 loaddefs "psdata 
!FILENAME: Psdata. ndf 
# This procedure sets up the predecessor/successor table in batch ~od~. # An interactive procedure which parall~ls that developed fcir activity # could be developed. It was not developed as part of this system i because it is felt that the list method below is practical since # there are only three items per entry. 
ps gets ("m "OJ ("a "c 0) ("a "d 0) ("b "d OJ ("c "e 0) ("d "f 3J ("f "g 01 ("g "i "'1) ("g "j 0) ("g "I: OJ ("h "k Ol ("i "l OJ ("k "m OJ ("1 "OJ ("j "l 0) ("e "g 01; 
ps2 gets mix ps; 
writescreen 'UNSORTED PS TABLE'; writescreen 
wri tescreen ·predecessor'; 
writescreen 
~1ri tescreen 
successor·; 
lead/lag'i 1-1ri te ps2; 
UNSORTED PS TABLE predecessor 
m 
a 
a 
b 
C 
d 
f 
g 
g 
g 
h 
i 
k 
l 
j 
e 
successor 
lead/lag 
0 
C I) 
d 0 
d 0 
e 0 
f 3 
g 0 
'I, 1 
j 0 
k 0 
k 0 
l 0 
m I) 
I) 
l 0 
g I) 
#call sort routine 
lbaddefs "sortp~ 
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APPENDIX 3 
'psdata.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 2 
#FlLEl@1E: Sortps.ndf 
#This routine sorts the predecessorisuccessor table according to tne # following sequence: 
# 
first, t~ose tuples in which predecessor activity is without a pred. second, those tuples in which the predecessor activity is the successor activity to the above; # next, those which are successors to the above, etc ••.• # The above rules are subject to the aciditionai restrictions that all occurrences of the same activity are sorted together; an activity which is a successor to some activity cannot be written in 2rrav A 
# 
# 
# if it has other predecessors which are not yet written co the table; # and, all activities with no successors occur last. # Array a is the resulting ordered list of predeccessor activites. denotes position 1n sort. 
c'. ,,ptc O; ::, - .. -
ii gets tally first cols ps2; b gets (post first cols ps2J eachl eft b gets (n n) reshape link b; b gets each sum rows b; 
;: ;{ gets ( 0 ,natch b) ; 
yy gets (n sublist first cols ps2l; yy gets sortup yy; 
aa gets O; aa gets n reshape aa; k gets O_: 
a gets yy; 
z gets 11 : 
eachri ght match (post second cols rsf); 
fa,-;( ~,ith count in - tally al do a gets a append (1; endfor: 
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APPENDIX 3 
~psdata,ndf' Listing and Execution p. 3 
for q 1•iith tell n do qq gets (0 findall al; 
if tally qq > 0 then k gets k; 
for:: with z do aa@ (x find zl gets(:< pick second cols ps2); 
endfori 
aaa gets cull aa; aaa gets 1 dropright aaa; 
for x with aaa do b gets Ix findall first cols ps2l; 
c gets (x find all a); 
tb gets tally b; 
bb gets (x findall second cols ps2l; 
for xxx with bb dos gets ((xxx pick first cols ps2) findall a~ 
if empty s then fl gets (fl + 1l; 
else fl gets fl; endif; endfor; 
for kk with tell tb do if tally c ( tb then fl gets fl; 
else fl gets 1; endif; 
if .fl= 0 then a@ Ck+ l~k + kkk> gets}:; 
c gets Ix findall al; 
endif; 
endfor; 
if fl ) I) then kkk gets (kkk - 1l; end if; 
kkk gets (kkk + ll; fl gets O; 
endfor; 
kl gets k; 
k gets 10 findall a); k gets (n - (tally kl); z gets "; 
al gets (I: take al; kl gets (k - kll; al gets (1:1 takeright aii; 
for zz with al do xx gets (zz findall first cols ps2l; 
kkk gets O; 
z gets z link X :{; z gets cul 1 ., . 
-' 
endfor; 
z gets 1 drop ., . 
-' 
for w with tell n do aa@ w gets u: endfor; 
end if; 
endfor; 
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APPENDIX 3 
'psdata.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 4 
# The following procedure takes the ordered array (a) of predecessor 
# activities created above and searches for the corresponding 
# ro~,s in the ps table (ps2), It appends these together in the 
# sequence of the predecessor activities. 
# The array created is dd. These values are also copied onto 
# ps2, which loses its original identity. 
k gets O; dd gets O; tc gets O; 
for:< 1•1ith a do b gets(}: findall first cols ps2); 
for y 1<iith b doc gets (x findall first cols ddl; 
if (tally c >= tally bl then ei:it y; 
else d gets (y pi ck ( (y + 1) reshape (rows ps2))); 
if k = 0 then k gets 1; dd gets d; 
else dd gets rows dd append d; dd gets mix dd; endif; 
endif; 
endfor; 
endfor; 
ps2 gets dd; 
lffitescreen 'SORTED PS TABLE'; 
l'lri tescreen 
Nri tescreen 'predecessor'; 
Hri tescreen 
Nri tescreen 
r1ritescreen 
~irite ps2; 
SORTED PS TABLE 
succes!::or'; 
lead/lag'; 
predecessor 
successor 
lead/lag 
a C 0 
a d (i 
b d I) 
h k I) 
C e 0 
d f 3 
e g 0 
f g (I 
g i '• 1 
g j 0 
g k 0 
i 1 0 
j 1 I) 
k m 0 
0 
m 0 73 
APPENDIX 4 
'cpm.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 1 
loaddefs "cpm 
#FILENAME: Cpm, ndf 
# This file loads the four routines which compose the cpm procedure, 
# These routines apply whether it is the first execution of the cpm 
# or on subsequent executions following data updates. 
# Cpml.ndf sets up array for holding duration, early start, late start. 
# Cpm2.ndf loads activity durations and fixed start dates from 
# array 'activity' to array 'cpm', 
# Cpmf.ndf performs a forward pass. 
# Cpmb.ndf performs a backward pass. 
# Cpmr.ndf displays cpm results. 
loaddefs "cpml 
#FILENAME: Cpml.ndf 
# Setup a table for use in forward/backward pass. 
# Columns are activity duration, activity early start, 
# activity late start, fixed start date. 
# Initialize table at O. 
# Tuples correspong to tuples in pred./succ. table (ps2). 
n gets tally first cols ps2; 
cpm gets O; 
cpm gets (n 4) reshape cpm; 
1 oaddefs "cpm2 
#FiLEMAME: Cpm2.ndf 
#This procedure finds activity durations and fixed start dates in 
# activity array (cols. 3, 4) and places in cpm array (cols. 1, 41. 
for k with tell tallylfirst cols activity)do a gets(k O pick activity) 
b gets findall a (first cols ps2l; 
for K ~,ith b do cpm@ (>: Oi gets (k 2 pick activity); 
cpm@ (;.: 3) gets (k 3 pi ck acti vi tyl; 
endfor; 
endfor; 
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'cpm.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 2 
loaddefs "cpmf 
#FILENAME: Cpmf. ndf 
#FOR~JARD PASS 
# Beginning with first successor activity. find all addresses of this 
# activity (al in the ps table (ps2 col.1). 
# k is # rows in ps table for looping. 
# a is successor activity (ps2 col, 2). 
# bis array of addresses in ps2 col.1 where act.ivity a occurs 
# as predeccesor activity. 
# Find early start of activity (a). 
# Early start= maximum over all occurrences of activity (al of 
# ( d u r a t i on p r e d • a c t. + e a r 1 y s t a r t p r e d , a ct • + a c t i v i t y l ea d /1 a g ). 
# c finds addresses of aH-oc-curren-c-es of activity a in successor 
# column. This is method of locating predecessor activity dates. 
# d, e, fare arrays of durations, eariy starts, and lead/lags 
# corresponding to these occurrences. 
# c is early start of activity (al. 
# Put c in early start column of array cpm (col.2) for all occurrences 
# of activity (al as a predecessor activity (ps2 col. ll. 
# Check fixed start column of array cpm. If nonblank value is present, 
# and if this value is greater than calculated early start, reassign 
# early start = fixed start and late start = fixed start. 
I (Note: if this value is less than the calculated early start, 
# leave calculated value since it is impossible 
to achieve the specified fixed start). 
#repeat above procedure k times 
Fork with tell tally (first cols ps2l do a gets (k 1 pick ps2l; 
b gets findall a (first cols ps2l; 
c gets a match second cols ps2; 
d gets c sublist first cols cpm; 
e gets c sublist second cols cp~; 
f gets c sublist third cols ps2; 
c gets max (eachboth sum d (eachboth sum e fl); 
for :< with b do cpm@ (>: 1 l gets c; 
z gets (r. 3 pick cpml; 
if ((z unequal " ) and (z > cl) then cpm@ (x 1) gets z; 
cpm@ (>: 2) gets z; 
endif; 
endfor; 
end for; 75 
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'cpm.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 3 
loaddefs "cpmb 
#FILENAME: Cpmb.ndf 
#BACKWARD PASS: 
II Find all the addresses of activities without successors; 
# for these activities assign: 
# late start = early start (third column cpm = second column cpml, 
# sis array of addresses of activities without successors. 
# Find the late starts for each activity; 
# Look at each predeccessor activity beginning at the bottom 
II of the ps table. 
II z is· total number of activi.ties with successors. 
# k are row numbers in ps table (ps2). 
# a is each successive predecessor activity (ps2 column 1). 
# bis array of addresses of all occurrences of predecessor 
# activity (al. 
# c is array designating matches for these occurrences of 
# predecessor activity (al. 
# dis array of corresponding durations. 
II f is array of corresponding lead/lag times. 
fl tis array of corresponding late start times of successor 
# activities. 
II c is late start of activity (al. 
# Late start = minimum over all occurrences of pred. act. (al of: 
II (late start of succ. act - activity duration - activity lead/lag) 
# Insert these late start values (cl into cpm col 3 for all occurrences 
II of predeccesor activity (al -- if field is blank. If field is not 
# blank (indicating a fixed start date override is used), field value 
II is retained. 
s gets (" f i ndal 1 second cols ps2); 
for x with s do cpm@ (x 2) gets (x 1 pick cpm): end for; 
z gets tally first cols ps2 minus tally s; 
Fork with reverse tell z do a gets (k O pick ps2l; 
b gets (a findall first cols ps2); 
c gets (a match first cols ps2l; 
d gets (c sublist first cols cpml; 
f gets (c sublist third cols ps2); 
t gets (c sublist second cols ps2); 
t gets t eachleft find first cols ps2; 
t gets t eachleft pick third cols cpm; 
c gets min (eachboth sum t (eachboth sum opp (d fl)); 
for x with b do zz gets (x 2 pick cpml; 
if zz. = 0 then cpm@ (x 2) gets c;, endif; 
endfor; 
endfor; 76 
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'cpm.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 4 
loaddefs "cpmr 
#FILENAME: Cpmr.ndf 
#This routine writes out cpm results. 
# Method: Counts number of unique activities in ps table col.I 
# Sets up an array with that number of rows and 5 columns. 
# Defines array b with the unique activities in µstable col.1. 
# For each item in array b, item (i.e. activity) is assigned 
# successively to the first column of array (ai. 
# bis redefined as array containing addresses of first 
# occurrences of these activities. 
# Using addresses (i.e. ro~isl in array b, corresponding 
f durations,early starts, and late starts a.re assigned to 
# cols. 2 1 3 1 4 respectively (from cpm table). The fifth and 
# sixth columns contain early and late finish calculated~t 
# the sum of early/late start plus duration. 
# Column 7 of array a contains the float calculated as 
H the difference between columns 4 and 3 in array a. 
I The early start/ late start results are then moved to the activity 
# arr-ay if requested. If so, the activity file is uodateci. 
~n-i tescreen 
~iri tescreen 
lffi tescreen 
Hritescreen ' 
cpm results'; 
first col = activity'; 
second col = duration'; 
third col = early start'; 
writescreen fourth col = late start'; 
writescreen fifth col = early finish'; 
writescreen ' siKth col = late finish'; 
writescreen seventh col = float'; 
n gets tally (cull first cols ps2i; 
act gets O; 
act gets (n 7) reshape act; 
b gets cull first cols ps2; 
for): with b do act@((>: find bl Ol gets x; 
b@ (K find bi gets (x find first cols ps2l; 
endfor; 
for ;{ ~Ii th b do act@ ( (x find bi 1 l gets (" !i i ck 
act@ ((x find bi 2l gets (v " pick 
act@ ( ( X find bl 3) gets ( }: pick 
act@((>: find b) 4lgets 
sum ( (x pick first cols cpml (x pick 
act@((;: find b) 5) gets 
sum((:< pick first cols cpml (x pick 
act@ ( ( X find bl 6) gets 
sum ( (x pick third cols cpm) (opp. (x pick 
endfor; 77 
first Col S cpm i; 
second cols cpml; 
third cols cpml; 
second cols cpml l; 
third cols cpm) l; 
second cols cpm) l l ; 
APPENDIX 4 
'cpm~ndf' Listing and Execution p. ~ 
write act; 
tpm results 
first col = activity 
second Col = duration 
third col = early start 
fourth col = late start 
fifth col = early finish 
sixth col = late finish 
seventh col = float 
a 5 0 1 5 6 1 
b 'l 0 4 2 6 4 <. 
h 0 0 20 0 20 20 
C 1 5 7 6 8 'l L 
d 3 5 6 8 9 
e 10 I 8 16 18 2 0 
f 6 11 12 17 18 
g 2 18 18 20 20 (I 
5 19 21 24 26 2 
j 6 20 20 26 26 0 
k 2 20 20 22 22 0 
26 26 27 27 (I 
m 3 22 22 25 25 0 
flag gets read 'enter 1 to update activity array with E/S L/S results'; if flag= 1 then Joaddefs "act2.ndf; 
end if; 
enter 1 to update activity array with E/S L/S results! 
#FILENAME: Act2.ndf 
# This procedure moves CPM results early start and late start 
# to the activity array and from there to a text file. 
fork with tell tally (first cols act) doc gets (k O pick act); b gets findall c (first cols activity); 
for:< with b do activity@ Ix 8) gets (k 2 pick act); 
activity@ (x 91 gets (I: 3 pick actl; 
endfor; 
endfor; 
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'resourcn.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 1 
loaddefs "resourcn 
#FILENAME: Resourcn,ndf 
ilThis procedure extracts information from the activity array and 
# places it in array actres, The array has columns ~,ith the follo1~ing 
tt values. The rows correspond to activities assigned to the selected 
# resource respick, 
# dis subset of activity codes 
# e is subset of durations 
tt f is subset of fixed starts 
subset of early starts 
subset of late completes 
subset of budget hours 
subset of project codes 
# g is 
ii h is 
# is 
# j is 
lfFirst, load activity file into array activity. 
actres gets O; 
r gets O; es gets O; ls gets O; hr gets O; pr gets O; 
k gets tally first cols activity; 
r gets k reshaper; es gets I; reshape es; ls gets k reshape ls; 
hr gets k reshape hr; pr gets k reshape pr; 
for l: 1,ii th tel 1 k do r@ x gets ( (x 6) pi ck activity); 
es@ l: gets ((x Bl pick activity); 
ls@ x gets ((x 9l pick activity>; 
hr@ x gets (((x 12) pick activity) - ((x 13) pick activity)); 
pr@ x gets. ((x 7) pick activity); endfor; 
respick gets read 'select a resource'; 
c gets respick match r; 
d gets c sublist first cols activity; 
e gets c sublist third cols activity; 
f gets c sublist fourth cols activity; 
g gets c sublist first cols es; 
h gets c sublist first cols ls; 
f or x 1•1i t h t e l 1 t a 11 y d d o h @ x g e t s s um ( ): p i cl: h l ( :: p i c k. e l ; 
endfor; 
i gets c sublist first cols hr; 
j gets c sublist first cols pr; 
select a resource"resb 
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'resourcn.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 2 
b gets cols d append e; bb gets transpose mix b; 
b gets cols bb append f; bb gets transpose mix b; 
b gets cols bb append g; bb gets transpose 
b gets cols bb append h; bb gets transpose 
b gets cols bb append i ; bb gets transpose 
b gets cols bb append j. bb gets transpose 
' actres gets bb; 
lffite 'ACTIVITIES 
Hri tescreen 
1-1ritescreen 
lffi tescreen 
~,ri tescreen 
Nritescreen 
Hritescreen 
~,ri tescreen ' 
BY RESOURCE' respick; 
'activity'; 
duration'; 
fi>:ed start'; 
early start'; 
late complete'; 
remain. hours': 
project'; 
Hri te actres; 
ZDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDD? 
JACTIVlTIES BY RESOURCEJresbJ 
@DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDADDDDY 
activity 
duration 
f i :<ed start 
early start 
late complete 
remain. hours 
project 
C l 4 C" 8 10 155 J 
g 'l ,. 18 18 20 2(1 1 (I 
i 5 19 26 50 C" J 
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mix b· 
' mix b; 
mix b. 
' mix b. 
' 
"'·'\., . . .. . ' . : ; . .. ~ . . 
APPENDIX 5 
'resourcn.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 3 
tt The next part of this routine sets up an array to contain the time 
# spent by time period for each activity for the selected resource. 
#Asa first pass, the hours are spread out a constant rate over the 
I period early start to late complete. The program requests a 
# starting date for resourcing for determining the leftmost column 
# of the array res. If no date is entered, the earliest early 
# start dates over all the activities is used for the leftmost column, 
I The array is set up to contain d * 2 + 1 rows and z columns, in 
# which d is the number of activities associated with the selected 
# resource and z is the number of time periods from the specified 
tt start date to the latest late complete date for all activities. 
I The rows contain alternately time spreads and blocks showing early 
# start and late complete times for the above row. The final row 
lt is a total for all activities over all the time periods. 
stdate gets ??noexpr; 
stdate gets read 'enter a start date for resourcing'; 
n gets min g; m gets ma}: h; 
if stdate unequal ??noexpr then n gets stdate; endif; 
zgets(m-nl; 
res oets O: 
r gets O; 
actlab gets O; projlab gets O; 
actlab gets zz reshape actlab; projlab gets zz reshape projlab; 
zz gets (((tally first cols dl * 2) + ll; 
res gets (zz zl reshape res; 
r gets ((tally first cols dl zl reshaper; 
for:< ~,ith tell tally first cols d do y gets ((x pick h) - (:< pick gli1 
zl gets((:: pick il/yl; 
for u with telly do res@ ((2 * x) (u +(:<pick g) - n)) gets z1; 
r@ (x (u + <x pick gl - nl) gets zl; endfor; 
res@ (((2 * x) + 1) ((x pick gl - nl) gets "es----; 
res@ (((2 * xl + 1) ((i: pick hl - n - 1)) gets "----le; 
actlab@ (2 * x) gets (x pick di; 
projlab@ (2 *):)gets (l: pick j); 
endfor; 
zz gets zz - 1; 
z2 gets tell z; 
dates gets O; 
dates gets z reshape dates; 
for x with z2 do res@(zz xi 
sum first cols 
dates@ i: gets (n + x); 
endfor; 
gets 
(transpose mix Ix drop cols rlJ; 
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'resourcn.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 4 
# Atoe row for labelling time periods is attached ta the array res and 
tt two columns - for activity and project - are append ta the end of 
# the table. 
# Actlab and projlab are intermediate arrays combined into table bb, 
:f showing activity code - project code. 
re5 gets cols dates append res; 
res gets ( (zz + 2) z) reshape link res; 
b gets cols actlab append projlab; 
b gets tr-ans pose mil: b. 
' bb gets ( I) 0) append link b. 
' bb gets bb append link ( I) I) i ; 
bb gets ( ( z z + 2) 2) reshaoe link bb; 
b gets cols res append first cols bb; b gets transpose mi:{ b; b gets cols b append second cols btJ; b gets transpose mix b. ! res gets b. 
' Nrite 'WORK hSSIGNMENT BY TIME PERiOD FOR' RESPICK; Nrite res; 
.JHORK ASSIGNMENT BY TIME F'EF:IOO FOR.Jresb.J 
5 L 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 u 
... "T--. .... 3.3333 3.3333 (I () c, I) (I (I 0 0 I) 0 ..:.1 • .,).J~.j 
es---- 0 ----le 0 0 (! (I I) 0 0 0 0 0 
I) 0 0 (l I) I) I) I) (I (l 0 I) I) 
I) 0 0 0 0 I) 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 (l I) 0 (I (I I) (I (J (l I) 
0 0 I) 0 0 I) 0 I) 0 (l 0 I) 0 
.3.3333 3.3333 3.3333 (l 0 I) (I (I I) 0 I) (I (I 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 0 (l 0 (I 0 (J (I I) 0 I) C 155 I) 0 0 I) I) 0 I) I) (I I) 
10. 10. I) (l I) (1 I) 0 g 10 es----
----le I) 0 0 0 0 0 I) I) (l 7. 1429 7. 1429 7. 1429 7. 1429 7.1429 7.1429 7.1429 i C' ,J 0 es---- 0 0 I) 0 0 ----le I) 0 1(1, 17.143 7.1429 7.1429 7. 1429 7.1429 7, 1429 ? . 14 ?".' 
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'resourcn.ndf' Listing and Execution-p. 5 
# Load in resdata. 
#Setup array respickav to contain avail for resource respick by 
# periods corresponding to those in first row array res. 
loaddefs "resdata: 
#FILENAME: Re!:>data 
# This procedure sets up the resource avai 1 ability ·arrays in batch 
# fashion similar to the method used for the pred./succ. table, 
# Availability for each resource can be specified in weeks or days. 
# Entries for each resource are (resource week hr/day). Changing 
# availabilities are a~hieved by multiple assignments to a resource. 
# The resourcing procedure assigns the availability value to all 
# periods subsequent to the specified week. A subsequent assignment 
I to the same resource would reassign availability values to all 
# periods subsequent to the time specified, etc. It is therefore 
# necessary to order the tuples with dates in ascending order, 
# First, the value assignments. 
resav gets ("resb 5 Bi ("resb O 16) ("resa 10 241; 
resav gets mix resav; 
I The sort procedure. 
k gets O; 
gr gets gradeup second cols resav; 
gr gets sum (gr 1 l; 
for i: with gr do b gets ((x - ll pick (x reshape (ro~,s resavlll; 
if k = 0 then a gets b; endif; 
if k >= 1 then a gets ro~,s a append b; a gets mix a; endif; 
k gets (k + ll; 
endfor; 
resav gets a; 
respickav gets O; 
respickav gets z reshape respickav; 
b gets (respick findall first cols resavl; 
for >: ~,i th b do dat gets ( (x 1) picl: resavi; 
for y with tell (m - datl do 
end for; 
respickav@ (y + datl gets (x 2 pick resav); 
endfor; 83 
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'resourcn.ndf' Listing and Execution p. 6 
tt construct and write out a summary table, 
a gets 2 dropright first rows res; 
b gets 2 dropright last rows res; 
a gets cols a append b; a gets transpose mii: a; 
a gets cols a append respickav; a gets transpose mix a; 
c gets O; c gets (tally al reshape c; 
for x ~iith tell tally a doc@:: gets ((x pick respickavi - (:< pick bll; 
endfor; 
a gets cols a append c; a gets transpose mix a; 
ressum gets a; 
write 'RESULTS FDR RESOURCE' respick; 
writescreen 'date'; 
use ~iri tescreen ' 
lffi tescreen 
~iri tescreen 
availability'; 
difference·; 
write ressum; 
ZDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDD? 
.JRESULTS FDR F:ESOURCE.Jresb.3 
@DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDADDDDY 
date 
use 
;1vailabiiitv 
difference 
5 3.3333 16 12.667 
6 3.3333 16 12.667 
7 7 7-:,--.7 . .) ' ,.;, . .).) . .) 16 12.667 
8 0 16' 16 
9 0 16 16 
10 I) 8 8 
11 0 8 8 
1 'i .. I) 8 8 
13 I) 8 8 
14 0 8 8 
15 I) 8 8 
16 I) 8 8 
17 1) 8 8 
18 10, 8 ,~ 2. 
19 17.143 8 "'9. 1429 
20 7.1429 8 I). 8571 
21 7, 1429 8 0. 8571 
22 7. 1429 8 I). 8571 
..,7 
i:_._ .. 7. 1429 8 0.8571 
24 7. 1429 8 0. 8571 84 
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